Forms
Quick Start Manual
Forms lets you keep records for Topics.
A Topic is a database that you create, and could be used to track things like inventory, family members, interesting
quotes, a survey, and so on.
We’ll use Inventory as an example of a Topic.
Each inventory item’s information is kept in its own record.
Each record contains fields of specific information about the item. You might want the record to have fields to store a
serial number, tag number, model, color, date acquired, price paid, or notes about an item. You can create a field for
each type of information you want to keep for the inventory items.
Groups of records can be displayed in list forms.
Individual records can be viewed in in entry forms.
Each Topic can have multiple list and entry forms.
Fields are created using the ‘Fields’ button in the main window. Fields can be inserted in Entry forms, which are
modified in a drawing window. Once a field has been created it can be displayed as a column in a list form or in an
entry form.

Open the app. It will try to find the last datafile that it used. If
the app does not find a datafile, it will ask to be directed to one
to Open, and it will show an option to Create a new one.
Click the “Create” button to create a new datafile.

Change the name of this datafile from “Untitled” to “HomeTopics”
and click “Save” to keep the datafile in the Documents folder.
The location can be changed. You can also create a new folder for
the files that will be created by clicking the control shown circled in
red and clicking the “New Folder” button.

Several files, each beginning with the word “HomeTopics”, will be created on the storage volume. These files will
store your data. Once the files are created the app displays the list window.
The left column of the list window displays the name of the datafile at the top and the Topics you create below that.
At the bottom of the left column is one control for adding a new Topic, one control for deleting a Topic, and one
control for managing the fields of a Topic. A Topic can be deleted when it has no records.
The right side of the window will display the records of the highlighted Topic.
It also has controls to manage the selection of records.
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The first time the app is started it will create a new topic named “Untitled Topic”.
Each time a new Topic is created the app also creates:
a field for the new Topic named “Entry_Text”,
an entry form named “Untitled Entry Form” containing the Entry_Text field,
and a list form named “Untitled List Form” displaying the Entry_Text field in a column.
At this point you can create and modify list forms, entry forms, and the fields that will contain your data.
The list window will be displayed. Even though we have only one field to enter data into (Entry_Text), let’s enter a few
records. We can add more fields later.

Click the “New” button (or ⌘N) to create a new record.

The entry window will open, ready to
accept the information for the new
record.
You can enter data into the areas
highlighted by a red box.

Enter “Delta Chair” and click the √
(or enter on the keypad, or fn return) to accept
the changes and close the edit window

About the Multiple pages checkbox
When a form’s size exceeds the printer’s page size
(the blue rectangle), the app can print the parts
below the printable area on separate pages until the
image is entirely printed.
Uncheck this when printing labels.
The Sharper checkbox is discussed below.

The list reappears with its first entry.
Add a few more records (click the New button, enter text, click the √ button):
Desert Chair
Mountain Chair
Plains Chair
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Each time you make and accept an entry, you are returned to the list and the entry appears by itself.
Click the All button (⌘G) to show all of the existing records for the selected Topic.
Single-click a record to highlight it. Hold down the command (⌘) key and click a second record. The command key
allows you to highlight or unhighlight individual records. Use the shift key to highlight a range of records.
You can click the title of a column, “Entry_Text” in this case, to sort the selection of records by that column.

Double-click an entry to edit. You can also highlight a line and click the Edit button.
Notice that some of the buttons and features will become enabled or disabled as
records are highlighted and unhighlighted.

Click the Entry button to see its menu.
Notice the “Rename” option.
Forms, Topics, and Fields can all be given more meaningful labels.
Select Rename and call the current entry form “Main”.
It can be the form used to display all of the fields for Inventory. This
form would be useful for reference and entry, but might not be
suitable to print an inventory tag.
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We can add a few more fields to the Inventory record, and give the fields recognizable names.
Fields are created, deleted, named, and given their data type in the Manage Fields window.

Click the Fields button at the bottom of the
Topics list to see the Manage Fields window.

Add fields for the Topic by clicking the +
(New) button.

Click under Field Type
next to the field to see a
pop-up allowing you to
select the type of data
that the field will hold.

Click under Field Name to
edit the field’s name.
The Name will appear at the
top of the columns, in field
pop-up lists, and initially in
the label when the field is
added to an entry form.
A field’s name can also be
edited in the Design window,
discussed below.

Click the Trash Can to remove a field.
The field and its data will be removed. However, a field that has been
removed will appear (without the deleted data) in an entry form until it is removed
from its design form.
Click the Save button to apply the changes.
When the Save button is clicked the Topic's existing entries will be rebuilt using
the settings displayed in the window.
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We can now design an entry/print form using the new fields using “✍ Design…” under the Entry button (circled in
green above).
The Design window displays a drawing area. You can add objects like lines, rectangles, arcs, and text from the
“New” menu. You can also add the entry fields using “Insert a Field”.

Save changes to this form
The name of this form
Cancel changes to this form

Hide/show field and paper indicators
Set paper size

Copy, load, and save
the picture

Insert a Field
Red indicates an
entry field

Use this menu to retrieve an
existing field for placement
on the form.
Fields that have been
deleted from a form can be
placed back on the form.

Drawing area

Blue indicates the
paper size

Let’s rename Entry_Text to something that indicates what kind of
entries will go into it. Double-click on “Entry_Text”, and an editing
area will pop up. Change “Entry_Text” to “Description”, and click
elsewhere in the document
(or press enter on the keypad, or fn return).

You will discover that “Text…⌘1” objects and “Entry Field” objects, apart from the red rectangle, act the same in Design.
They are both text objects and you can enter any text into either type of object when you are in the Design window.
However, Text objects become labels when you are entering and printing data.
The text you enter in an Entry Field object becomes the field’s name. You’ll see this name as the field’s column title, and
in pop-up lists for searching, and so on.
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Save the changes (√). You can see the field has been renamed to “Description”.

Click the Entry button again and select ✍ Design ‘Main’.

Select ‘Text’ from the New
menu and a drawing cursor
appears, ready to place a
new text label on the form.

Click ‘Insert a field’ and
select ‘Color’.

Draw a rectangle on the form
where the new label will go.

Double-click on ‘Sample text’ and
type in ‘Item Description’.

The window will change and you can click a
place in the window to put the field.

Click here
to get

The Color field and a label are placed on the form. In this example the ‘Item Description’ and
‘Color’ text boxes overlap and a gray dotted box appears around each label. Shrink the box
around the ‘Item Description’ label and the gray boxes will disappear. The dotted boxes indicate
the information in them will be combined into a single field. This is discussed below.
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Add fields with their labels to complete the form. The label text
can be edited to suit the purpose of the form. The text in the field
(red) box can be changed too, but changes to the field text will
becom the name of the field, and will appear in all forms.

Pictures that have been copied to the Clipboard can be
pasted into a picture field during entry. Pictures from Finder
windows can be dragged and dropped into a picture field
during entry.
The field named “Barcode” is a Picture type field.
The “Tools” button in the list and entry form windows will allow
you to copy the contents of one field into a picture field as a
barcode.

Moving objects in the Design window’s picture.
In addition to being dragged and stretched with the mouse, selected objects can be moved and resized
using the keyboard’s arrow keys.
Move an object one pixel at a time by pressing only an arrow key.
Move an object ten pixels at a time by pressing an arrow key while holding the shift key.
Resize an object one pixel at a time by pressing an arrow key while holding the command ⌘ key.
Resize an object ten pixels at a time by pressing an arrow key while holding the command and shift keys.

Some cleanup
Select the labels (shift click or use a
the selection rectangle) and then click
Tools.

Objects can be spaced evenly in the
vertical and horizontal directions.
Select the entry fields.

Click the “Position” tab in
Tools then click the
align left button.

Click “Distribute” and select
“Vertical even Spacing”.
You can repeat this for the labels.

Click in an empty space in to see the
labels are in alignment. The entry
fields can be aligned the same way.

The objects are now spaced evenly.
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Click the √ to save the changes and return to the list window. The list form still looks as it did before the new fields
were added, but double-click on a line to see the entry form for that record.

Each entry field displays a red rectangle. The
current entry field has a blue highlight as well.
Type some data into the fields and click the √
to save the entries and return to the list
window.

To see more fields in the list form, columns can be added for
the fields. Hold the control key down on the keyboard and
click in a column.
This is the same as a right-click in a column.
Select “Tag” under “Add column”.

The new column is added. Grab the vertical bar between the column titles to resize the columns. You can also move
the columns by grabbing the column titles and moving them left and right.

The row height can be adjusted with the slider.
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Previewing and Printing
Click the “Entry” button in the List form and select “Duplicate ‘Main’”. Enter “LabelType” as the form’s new name.
Click the Entry button again and select “✍ Design ‘LabelType’”. In this copy of the form we’ll get rid of the text labels
by highlighting them and typing the
“delete” key.
Arrange the fields as they are to the
right. Fields and labels that overlap
will combine together in the Preview.

Click “Setup” to change the paper size
to one of your printer’s label choices.

At present the app prints one
up labels, making a label
printer the most suitable type
of printer for smaller labels.

Fields and labels that overlap will be highlighted by a dotted rectangle and will preview
as a single field. These will will combine into the leftmost top field of the group of
touching fields. Entry fields are highlighted in red. Labels are highlighted in gray.
Note that the app does not insert a space when combining the text of adjacent objects.
Add a text label that consists of a space if you would like a space between the text of
combined objects. In the above Design window the comma is followed by a space.

Accept the changes and double-click a record in the list form to open the new entry form.

Click the Preview button

Desert Chair, Sandy, Western
33x24x16
DC100
Unchecked Sharper print:
Fuzzier text, but allows the shadow effects
placed on objects in the form to appear in
the printed documents.

Checked Sharper print:
Sharper text, but the shadow effects that
may have been placed on objects will still
appear on the screen, but not in the
printed document.
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List Form Controls

New - Add a new record to the list
Edit - Open the record in the edit form
Delete - Permanently remove the highlighted records from the Topic
All - Display all records for this Topic in the list
Find - Asks you to enter a value, then displays the records for the Topic that match the value
Select - Same as Find, except the matching records within the current selection are highlighted
Highlight - Options for changing the current selection of records using highlighting
Memory - Create and retrieve a temporary ad-hoc set of records
Tools - Copy, change, and convert a selected field in the highlighted records
Math - Sums and statistics on numeric values in the highlighted selection
Share - Options for importing and exporting data
Preview/Print - displays a window to select different printing and preview options
List - manage creating, naming, and selecting list forms
Entry - manage creating, naming, selecting, and editing entry forms
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Entry Form Controls

Double-click a record to open the Entry window.
This window will display the selected entry form.

This symbol appears in several forms.
It displays the list of any open
windows you can switch to

Cancel the changes and
close the entry form

Accept the changes and
close the entry form

Tools to copy, change, and convert a
selected field in the record being
displayed.

Accepts the changes and jumps to the first, previous, next, or last
record of the current list selection. Use the command and arrow keys
as shortcuts.
The current record position in the list is displayed in gray (#3).

Hide and display the red rectangles that indicate an entry field and
the blue rectangle that indicates the paper size.

Styled Text entry fields can be styled by right-clicking on some highlighted text in the field.
A pop-up menu of style choices will appear for the selection.
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Drawing Tools
Edit
In Design mode, the drawing controls are made to appear by clicking “Tools”. Color,
shape, alignment, text font, and other attributes can be applied to one or more selected
objects.
Text styling, color, alignment, and the attributes can be applied to an entry field as well as
to a text label. Entry fields that are given an angle of rotation in the design mode will not
appear rotated during data entry, but will preview and print with the assigned rotation.

Set by clicking a color
palette when no object in
the drawing is selected
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Field and Formula Tools
Field and Formula tool palettes allow for transformations and calculations to be performed on fields in a selection of
records. You can UPPERCASE or lowercase text, shrink a picture, perform arithmetic on a number field, and calculate
and combine fields.
Some functions can be performed in either of the tool windows.
Both tool windows can be used on records in the list or entry modes.
Formula Tools example
Here, a list contains the sell price, cost, and quantity sold.
A profit field can be added in the Design mode, and then filled with
the values resulting from a formula being applied to each record.
Select a Destination field, [Profit] in this case, that will receive the
results of the formula. This field can be a new or existing field, and
even a field included in the formula. The current contents of the
field will be overwritten by the formula results.
Right-click a line to see the options pop-up. Use the options to
build a formula that will be applied to any highlighted records. Any
type of field can be used in the formula. All fields will be converted
to the same type of field as the Destination field, and then used in
the calculation.
Some conversions are more useful than others. For instance, a
picture that has been included in a text formula will be converted to a string showing its number of
bytes and its dimensions, like “34,345 67x85”, or 34345 if included in a numeric formula.
Text to picture creates a QR barcode of the text.
Text to number conversions extract the numeric characters from the text to make the number. For instance,
“a-12b3.4c5” will become number -123.45. However “-“ and “e” can change the value depending on their location in
the text. “a12-b3.4c5” will become number 12. The hyphen after a number in the text truncates. In some instances
“e” will be read as the power of an exponent. “a3e2”=>300, but “a3eb2”=>32.
Text operators:
+ “Hi“+”There” => ”HiThere”
* “Hi”*“2” => “HiHi”
- “123456”-“a3” => “1234”
/ “123456”/“a3c” => “12”

// the strings are concatenated
// string two becomes the number of times to repeat string one
// string one is SHORTENED by the length of string two
// string two becomes the number to divide the length of string two by

To replace text eg, replacing AB with YZ in ABACUS becomes YZACUS, use the Field Tools window.
Date values will be returned unaﬀected by operations.
Time values can be added and subtracted.
Numbers obey the number operators.
Calculations start at the top of the formula list, and proceed down. When two values appear together in the list, with
no operator in between, + is assumed to be the operator.
Use the “Test” button to get a preview of a formulas effect on different highlighted records. A confirmation dialog
appears if more than one record is selected when the “Apply” button is clicked.
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Field Tools example
In this example the Barcode
field has been added to the list.

Click the “Do It” button to the
right. After confirming, a
barcode of the Tag field will be
created in the Barcode field.

Highlight one or more records.
Click the list form’s Tools
button.
Select the source field (Tag)
and the destination field
(Barcode).

Source

Click the “lowercase…” pop-up
and change it to “Copy plain
text”.
Destination

The contents of the Tool
window will change depending
on the source field type. After
the selected operations are
performed, the results are
converted, if necessary, and
placed in the destination field.
Repeat these steps if the Tag
is changed, in order to keep
the barcode synced.

Print Options

Sort by a displayed
field, or leave
sorted as is.

Send only the highlighted rows, or
send the current selection of records.

Use the currently selected entry
or list form.
Whend sending to a list form, some
options for totals and detail are available.

A list form will print using the settings
from the page setup button. To show
more columns in a preview, reduce the
scale in page setup, or narrow the
column widths in the list form.

You can create as many list and entry forms as needed. Select a current form using the ‘List’ and ‘Entry’
buttons in the Main window. The currently selected form will be shown in the list, but will be grayed out.
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